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The award winning Marine Bean and Isla collections represent 
everyday luxury that is made for life. 

COAST began as a specialist supplier to the exclusive super yacht 
market and continues to employ many of the materials and 
methods that were previously the reserve of luxury yacht building. 
The result is a luxurious  collection that is durable enough to have 
circumnavigated the world aboard the winning boat in  the Volvo 
Ocean Race, yet smart enough to have been selected by Louis 
Vuitton for its America’s Cup hospitality bases.

Sunbrella® Blend Collection - Indoor/Outdoor 

Our Sunbrella Blend collection offers unparalleled performance 
and durability. The fabric is a woven medley of yarns producing 
the wonderfully so� texture and look of heavy linen, but with the 
durability of Sunbrella®. Blend fabrics boast a stunning colour 
pallet which will enhance any indoor or outdoor setting.

All COAST outdoor beanbags are designed and made in New 
Zealand from Sunbrella® brand fabrics and are guaranteed against 
fading and deterioration.

*Marine Bean Chair in Blend Honey, Little Barrier in Blend lagoon.



BEST
SELLER

The Marine Bean collection is perfect for relaxing outdoors on the deck, or 
insidethe sitting room or bedroom. Tough enough to stay outdoors year 
round, yet smart enough to complement the most elegant interior. 
Nine precisely shaped panels give the classic Marine Bean XL its uniquely 
comfortable shape, while the Marine Bean Chair offers a more structured 
seating alternative. 

Designed and made in New Zealand from Sunbrella® Blend fabric, you can 
relax in the knowledge that the Marine Bean will withstand prolonged 
exposure to the elements and continue to look superb.
Each Marine Bean includes a waterproof liner, allowing the Sunbrella® shell 
to be removed for cleaning, airing or winter storage.

MARINE BEAN XL

requires 380 litres of beans

MARINE BEAN CHAIR

requires 360 litres of beans

ABOUT THE MARINE BEAN RANGE

  
 

*Blend Indigo colour shown above.

THE MARIN E BEAN COLLECTION
Enduring comfort, timeless style

900mm wide x 1000mm deep 
350mm seat height, 650mm back height 

1000mm wide x 1250mm deep 
700mm high

MARINE BEAN OTTOMAN

requires 180 litres of beans

760mm x 760mm x 280mm high
Suitable as a footstool or table 



 
 

GREAT BARRIER

900mm (dia) x 400 (h)
600mm x 600mm / 500mm x 500 mm

Available in a wide range of plain colours 
and seasonal patterns

 

LITTLE BARRIER

400mm (dia) x 460 (h)
 

SUNBRELLA
®

 THROW CUSHIONS

600mm x 400mm

Indigo

 

BLEND FABRIC COLOURS

BARRIER OTTOMANS & THROW CUSHIONS

Coal Fog Mist Sage Cactus HoneyLagoon Clay

Enduring comfort, timeless style



ABOUT THE ISLA COLLECTION

 
 

*Blend Lagoon colour shown above.

ISLA CHAIR

 
 

requires 550 litres of beans

ISLA LOUNGER

requires 800 litres of beans

ISLA OTTOMAN

requires 360 litres of beans

CUSTOM & COMMERCIAL ORDERS

THE ISLA COLLECTION
Superior comfort, exclusive style

Our custom and commercial projects have included 
hotels,winneries, super yachts, airline lounges, 
schools, libraries, private homes and much more. 
Please contact us to discuss your requirements. 

1100 mm wide x 1100 mm deep
400 mm seat height, 750 mm back height

1100 mm wide x 1750 mm deep
400 mm seat height, 750 mm back height

950 mm wide x 950 mm deep
400 mm seat height

The Isla Collection combines the comfort you expect from the classic Marine Bean, with the 
flexibility of modular furniture. This has been achieved through the development of a unique, 
patented internal structure, which supports the beanbag, yet remains comfortable and forgiving. 
The Isla range using Blend Sunbrella® fabrics,  offers a stunning colour pallet and  as the pieces 
are easily moved from indoors to outdoor, it is a truly versatile addition to your home.



MARINE BEAN® COLLECTION PRODUCT FEATURES

 

 

ISLA COLLECTION ™

BARRIER OTTOMANS
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The original outdoor beanbag™ and still the best.

The award-winning Marine Bean collection features 
Sunbrella® 

brand fabrics, which offer unparalleled outdoor 
performance and durability.

Marine Bean is a registered trademark of COAST International Limited.

coastnewzealand.com/marine-bean

The Isla shares the exterior characteristics of the Marine 
Bean.
  
Internally, the Isla collection features a unique patented 
structure comprising ‘reticulated chambers’ that provide  
comfort and support.

coastnewzealand.com/isla

The Barrier ottomans are suited to both indoor or outdoor 
settings. Wonderfully versatile as a stool, ottoman and side 
table, they are a great option to add colour and multiple 
seating options to your home or work. They can be covered 
in a wide range of Sunbrella upholstery fabrics. Please allow 
6 weeks production time.

coastnewzealand.com/ottomans

Stainless Steel Hardware
 Looks great and will not corrode

Nylon Zips
 Zips from YKK

Waterproof Lining
 A polyester liner allows the cover to be removed

Polyester Stitching
 For long lasting, extra strong seams

Patented Reticulated Chambers
 Filled with polystyrene beans

Hard-wearing Base
 Waterproof, scuff resistant, heavy duty polyester

Nylon Zips
 Zips from YKK

Waterproof Lining
 A polyester liner allows the cover to be removed

Polyester Stitching
 For long lasting, extra strong seams

Internal Marine Ply Timber Frame
 a polypropylene wall and dripore outdoor foam

Sunbrella Upholstery Grade Fabric Outer
 Hard wearing, fade resistant with many colours  
 options

Stainless Steel Hardware
 Looks great and will not corrode

Hard-wearing Base
 Drip holes, heavy duty polyester cover and plastic  
 glide feet.

Sunbrella®  fabrics are made to last and backed 
by a 5 year warranty. Our own experience shows 
Sunbrella® fabrics can last much longer.
Sunbrella® is a registered trademark of Glen 
Raven, Inc.

5 YEAR
EXTERIOR GUARANTEE

Take it outside, leave it outside, rain or shine.
We guarantee every beanbag against fading and 
deterioration for 5 years. 

LIFETIME
MANUFACTURER’S
GUARANTEE

We guarantee every product for life against 
manufacturing defects.

NEW ZEALAND
DESIGNED + MADE

Our beanbags are designed and made in New 
Zealand, enabling us to maintain the strictest 
control over quality and workmanship.


